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FOREWORD 
This Course Description outlines the authorized program for 
English, Grade Nine. It reflects the philosophy of the Department 
of Education on the teaching of English at this grade level and is 
provided for the purpose of giving direction to teachers and Boards 
in this subject area~ 
We sincerely hope the document will be very helpful to all 
who use 1t. 
~~~·v...·• 
H. W. House, M.H.A. 
Minister of Education 
August, 1978 
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INTRODUCTION 
It is obvious that students differ and. programs intended 
to meet the needs of students will often vary from classroom.to 
classroom, and even within a classroom. For this reason, this 
course description will not be entirely prescriptive. English 
is regarded not only as a subject for study but also as a pro-
cess intimately related to and linked with personal growth and 
the need for communication. (English is students reading, writ-
ing, talking, responding, communicating, making contact, and 
thinking). 
The organization of an English curriculum relevant to 
students needs and abilities is a continuing goal of teachers. 
Thus, different programs for pupils below, on, or above the 
Grade Nine reading level are required. 
At the Grade Nine level, English is structured in terms 
of core (required) material and optional material. An option 
should be an extension of core material studied for the purpose 
of enrichment. The Grade Nine English program design requires 
that: 
1. One teacher teach the complete English program to the 
class. 
2. An integrated approach to English be emphasized. 
3. A distinction be made between developmental 
reading which emphasizes skills, and literature 
which emphasizes appreciation, wide reading, 
and literary analysis. 
For the maximum effectiveness of this program, a working 
knowledge of the previous and subsequent programs is essential. 
An assessment of students' needs and abilities is, therefore, 
the logical first step for determining relevant teaching. 
PHILOSOPHY 
Communication is the broad area in which English operates. 
Moreover; it is always in the language context that the skills 
of listening, speaking, thinking, reading, writing, and viewing 
are emphasized and learned. 
At the Grade Nine level continuing unique and varying changes 
are reflected in students' physical maturation as well as in 
their intellectual, social, and emotional development. 
While attempting to satisfy their own needs students need to 
be sensitive to the wishes and feelings of others, and to be 
rational and creative in arriving at conclusions, making 
decisions and following courses of action that meet the ex-
pectations of society. This program, therefore, should attempt 
to provide: 
I. 
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1. An experiential and informational English 
Curriculum with activities and projects 
(communication situations) requiring stu-
dents to reason, speculate, plan, consider 
theories, and make their own generalizations 
and hypotheses. 
2. A variety of group situations in using 
language for students to make sense of what 
they are learning and to give meaning to 
their own experiences. 
3. A working knowledge of various standards of 
expression. 
4. The continuous development of the skills 
needed in a complexity of experiences and 
communication situations. 
5. Opportunities for students through a wide 
variety of literature, to become familiar 
with the perceptions~· of recognized writers, 
past and present and thus develop a sense 
of what is worthwhile in literature, and a 
deepening appreciation of their heritage. 
TO HELP STUDENTS FURTHER DEVELOP THE SKILLS ESSENTIAL 
FOR EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION, AND TO · INCREASE THEIR UNDER-
STANDING OF THE LANGUAGE-COMMUNICATION PROCESS. 
A. Thinking 
No part of the English Program can be effective 
without the continuing development of thinking 
skills. 
- developing and maintaining the basic thinking 
abilities (See Grade Seven and Eight) 
-~applying principles 
-*criticizing 
-*designing projects 
- developing creative · thinking abilities 
N.B. Those items marked with an asterisk * are items which 
are required for the first time in Grade IX. Items so 
marked should receive special attention. Other items 
should be reviewed and retaught as necessary. 
• 
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B. Listening and Speaking 
Listeniag and speaking are processes, that go hand in 
hand and should be treated together. Since they are 
vital to learning they must be emphasized as skills. 
(a) Listening 
(b) 
Among the skills to be developed are: 
- selecting the main ideas from passages 
- following specific directions 
- enriching vocabulary by listening for precise 
words in reports, speeches and debates 
- evaluating reports, sp,eches and debates 
critically such as recognizing emotional 
appeals, propaganda, etc. 
- distinguishing between statements in context 
and isolation 
- obtaining accurate information 
- getting the sequence of ideas 
- listening to note details 
- recognizing convential patterns of organization 
- using various media 
Speaking 
Among the skills to be developed are: 
- answering questions - entertaini~g 
- giving information - public speaking 
- sharing experiences - giving reports 
- explaining and describing - debating 
- conversing - chairing meetings 
- interviewing - using of various media 
C. Reading 
(a) Developmental Reading 
Among the skills to be developed are: 
- word attack skills 
- comprehension 
- study skills 
-*interpretative skills 
- fluency and speed in silent and oral reading 
- vocabulary 
- reading in the content areas 
(b) Remedial Reading 
In keeping with the developmental concept of 
reading, it is necessary to assess student needs 
and abilities at the beginning of Grade Nine. 
The selection of a suitable remedial program 
based on this assessment to meet individual needs 
is the responsibility of the individual teacher. 
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D. Writing 
All writing should emphasize neatness, legibility 
and the conventions of organization. 
Among the skills to be developed are: 
(a) Letter Writing 
- the friendly letter 
- the business letter (order form letters, 
job application, other types of business 
letters) 
- letters to the editor 
(b) Types of Writing 
(i) Narration 
Among the skills to be reviewed and 
extended are: 
- clear·point of view 
- selection of details 
- dialogue 
- outline (of plot) 
(ii) Description 
(This is the world I live in) 
Among the skills to be reviewed are: 
- observation (seeing through accurately) 
- sensory details and appropriate language 
- concrete imagery and specific words 
- classification (arranging like things 
in like order) 
- definition-describing the limits of a given 
thing 
-*comparison and contrast 
(iii) *Exposition 
(This is what I know how to do, what I 
can explain, information I can give) 
Among the skills to be developed are: 
- introduction to formal outlining 
- clear statement of main idea 
- logical development of main ideas 
- definition 
- example 
- cause and effect 
- comparison and contrast 
- ·chronological organization 
- spatial organization 
- taking notes 
- the book review (brief summaries and 
character sketches •.. ) 
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E. Grammar 
Grammar is a description of how the la~guage · -works. 
Such a description has its own terminology. Since 
Grammar, writing, and speaking are interrelated, they 
should be taught in conjunction with one another. 
Among the skills to be reviewed and developed are: 
(a) Parts of speech (word classes) and their 
function in written media. 
(b) Sentence Structure 
- subject and predicate relationships 
- basic sentence patterns 
- expanding and combining sentences 
- simple, compound, complex and compound-
complex (coordinating and subordinating) 
sentences 
- agreement - subject with verb; pronoun with 
antecedent 
- use of the nominative form of the pronoun 
as subject of a sentence or as the complement 
of the verb "to be". 
- the objective used as object of a verb or as 
object of a preposition 
- appropriate use of adverbs and adjectives 
- phrases and clauses 
- sentence preciseness and conciseness 
F. Punctuation 
Our need for punctuation arises out of our under-
standing of the language process. Since good 
punctuation is necessary to the understanding of 
all writing, it should be taught and reviewed 
in all grades from Grade Seven to Grade Eleven. 
Among the skills to be reviewed and developed are: 
- capitalization - the colon 
- the use of end punctuation - quotation marks 
- the comma - the apostrophe, etc 
G. Word Study 
(a) Spelling 
Students are to be helped to learn to spell acurately 
and confidently the words with which they experience 
difficulty. 
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(b) Dictionary 
Teachers have a responsibility to continue to 
encourage and require dictionary use by the 
student. 
(c) Thesarus 
Students should be shown the value of using the 
thesarus in writing, since its use as a source of 
synonyms and antonyms shlps the development of 
preoiseness of language. 
(d) *Vocabulary 
The meaning of words should be studied according 
to structural meaning, contectual meaning and 
grammatical function • . 
H. Uses of Language 
At the Grade Nine level students should have oppor-
tunities for and training in: 
Language usage appropriate to a variety of subjects 
or situations 
- in using both formal and informal language 
- in organizing ideas in time and space sequence 
- in making statements with sufficient follow-up 
examples 
Language usage appropriate to specific audiences 
- on a one to one basis with a peer 
- with a group of peers 
- with different individual adults (not only with 
teachers) 
- with specific groups of adults 
- with the general public 
Language usage appropriate to a variety of purposes 
- to get things done 
- to inform, record, report 
- to instruct 
- to make a request for assistance 
- to describe a scene or situation 
- to tell a story 
- to present feelings and ideas in poetry and prose 
II. OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS THROUGH A WIDE VARIETY OF 
LITERATURE TO BECOME FAMILIAR WITH THE PERCEPTIONS OF 
RECOGNIZED WRITERS, AND THUS DEVELOP A SENSE OF WHAT IS WORTH-
WHILE IN LITERATURE AND A DEEPENING APPRECIATION OF THEIR 
HERITAGE. 
r· 
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Most of the literature read in Grade Nine will follow 
one or both broad areas of organization - thematic 
units and/or genre. One of the responsibilities of 
the Grade Nine teacher is to ensure that the students be-
come aware of and appreciate the literature of 
Newfoundland. Thus no matter what the approach, 
thematic or genre, representative pieces of 
Newfoundland literature must be included for study 
in the appropriate sections below: 
Among the concepts to be developed are: 
A. Prose 
(a) Short Story minimum of 6 - 10 
Among the concepts to be 
- plot 
taught are: 
- atmosphere 
- character - form 
- settin.g -*f 1 ashb ack 
- mood -*irony 
- conflict - point of view 
- theme -*foreshadowing 
(b) The 1'!ovel 
At least two novels should be selected for in-
depth study at the Grade Nine level. The 
novels selected either comprise a formal 
unit of study or become part of some larger 
thematic arrangement. 
Concepts to be considered: 
-*plot 
-*characterization 
-*setting 
(c) The Essay (minimum of 10) 
-*conflict 
-*theme 
The Study of the essay should emphasize the 
following: 
- content, what the essayist has to say 
- the form and style used to present the ideas 
- the essayists "conscience", personality, 
or point of view 
Among the types to be considered are: 
-*familiar or personal essay 
-*narrative essay 
-*descriptive essay 
-*review of autobiographical and biographical 
essay 
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Among the methods of development to be 
considered are: 
~•explanation and process 
-*example 
-*definition 
-*those methods peculiar to the type of 
essays studied 
B. Poetry (minimum of 15 poems) 
In Grade nine, students will be exposed to a 
wide range of poetry. Among the types to be 
included are: 
- narrative 
- nonsense poetry 
- the lyric 
Among the poetic devices to be 
- figurative language 
- imagery 
-*connotation 
-*context 
C. Drama 
-*free verse 
-*the elegy 
- the folk and literary 
ballad 
taught are: 
- rhythm 
-*theme 
- rhyme 
-*tone 
Drama should be taught both as literature and 
theatre. 
Among the concepts 
- conflict 
- plot 
- setting 
- theme 
-*allusion 
to be developed are: 
-* .flashback 
-*soliliquy 
-*aside 
-*foreshadowing 
III. TO PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS TO BE EXPOSED TO 
AND TO USE A VARIETY OF MEDIA. 
Media use should be interrelated with the entire English 
Program. 
Media emphasis in Grade Ten will focus on helping stu-
dents use effectively various media in their work. The 
following activities should be emphasized where pos-
sible: -
- work involving the tape recorder 
- graphics 
- posters 
- collages 
- slide tape presentations, etc. 
f · 
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Among the areas where the use of media is most 
abvi·a_us ·. are: 
- listenin·g skills 
- Newfoundlandiana 
-*advertising 
-*principles of perception 
- language work 
IV. TO PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENT ENRICHMENT BY THE 
PROVISION OF OPTIONAL UNITS. 
Since the core must be the basis for the study of 
English, it is recommended that not more than two optio-
nal units be studied from the options which follow. 
Remedial reading should be one of the options for those 
students· who need it. 
Prose Option 
Optional units have much flexibility in their method 
of organization. The selected prose genre can be 
studied as an ~ , in-depth unit. It could be spaced for 
study throughout the school year, and could corelate with 
thematic units. 
Poetry Option 
An optional unit in poetry allows the student and teacher 
to pursue an in-depth study of a particular type, a parti-
cular author, a particular theme, etc. 
As with all genres, original writing by students should 
be encouraged. 
Drama Option 
As with other genres the optional unit should be an in-
depth study of drama, the main aspect of which should be 
the production of a play. The play chosen should be 
limited to a one act play by a known author or to one 
written by one's own students. 
Media Option 
A general introduction to the mass media through the 
principles of perception and through noting particularly 
advertising, music and radio. 
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Science Fiction Option 
Science Fiction, with its present day popularity, can 
help young readers find out that reading can be fun. 
The foresight and creativity of the writers of Science 
Fiction can be recognized through material designed to 
capture reader imagination. In terms of literature, 
Science Fiction provides a particularly useful place 
to study appropriate formal elements as well as satisfying 
the appeal that Science Fiction has for many young 
readers. 
Oral Communication 
An oral communication unit should provide practice in and 
a review of the techniques of interpersonal communication 
and small group dynamics. The activities of improvisation 
mime, theatre games, and listening games from the 
elementary educational drama program should be continued. 
The main objectives are to help students conquer their 
relecence and to gain confidence in small group situations. 
Creative Writing 
The purpose of this unit is to develop the creative 
writing of students beyond that which is possible through 
the regular emphasis on writing in the core units ·. The 
writing of short stories, poetry, plays, etc. is the main 
emphasis of optional unit. 
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